What's the Difference Between Bath Towels and
Beach Towels?
Did you ever categorize your towels? I bet nobody did that, except a few people who know a
lot about stuff. We know that towel is a towel and no other word specifies it regardless of size
and shape. But, when it comes to its purpose, it can be categorized into different varieties.
Just like that, here we are to distinguish between a beach towel and a bath towel.
So, what is the difference? Do beach towels have some cushiony feels, which the bath towels
don't? Or they are special, just like the beaches!
There is not much difference but their design and other technical aspects segregate them into
different categories. Let us now learn about the difference between a bath towel and a beach
towel to utilize it efficiently the next time!

Difference between a Beach Towel and a Bath Towel
1. Size
If you have been a fair observer, you might have noticed that beach towels are comparatively
longer and bigger than bath towels. Well, the purpose is to keep you dry, then why this big
difference? Because beach towels have a bigger purpose than just helping you in drying your
body!
They are also a fashionable accessory to carry on a beach. This is one of the functions, as it
can also be utilized as a tanning bed, a blanket, a pillow, or just an accessory that becomes a
barrier between you and the sand below you. Bath towels are small, and their use is to clean
and dry. So, beach towels have a lot to do. Also, it contains more fabric than the usual bath
towel.

2. Appearance
One of the major differences between a beach towel and a bath towel is what they look like.
The most immediate difference that one can see is the difference in the color of the two. If
you might have noticed, beach towels are usually vibrant in color like yellows, blues, pinks,
and greens, as the beach space is bright. A bathroom is a place where one relaxes, so the
towel colors are also light and soothing shades.
Beach attracts a bold and expressive nature, which we do not feel in the bathrooms. So if you
ever see a dark-colored towel in your bathroom, you might get a headache because of the
bright shades. Another stark difference is that beach towels have different patterns, floral
designs, and other designs. In contrast, bath towels are plain and solid-colored, which to an
extent matches your bathroom décor and accessories.
3. Sides

Yes, towels have two sides! Over the years, designers have tried to develop towels with one
side, but that didn't go well, so nothing has changed throughout history. However, when it
comes to the beach towel and bath towel, the two sides are different.
One side is designed to prevent the sand from clogging up and not getting soggy in a beach
towel. Meanwhile, the other side is absorbent, to help your body after surfing. Both sides'
development is quite similar, but they have been designed to be used differently.
At Home City Inc., you will get the range of the best beach towels that are perfectly a fit for
your beach day. Some different designs and patterns complement your beach look and serve
the purpose.
4. Resilience
Since both the towels have a few similar functions, clean and dry your body and keep it
warm. But, beach towels are the king of all towels, as they have different functions to serve.
Beach towels prevent you from lying directly on the hot sand. While on the beach, you stomp
over them and get them dirty with sand, salty water, sunscreen, and much more. However,
before washing it, it is used quite a few times more, and they are resilient. By resilience, we
mean its fibers, which have particular properties different from bath towels. By any chance, if
you start using your bath towel as roughly as your beach towel, you might not get anything
left of it.
Best bath towels and beach towels have different labeling and qualities based on their
resilience. Like a few are labeled premium ranges and some that possess a quality like quick
dry. So, you can get a variety of towels in both bath and beach sections.

5. Thickness
Did you ever notice this? I bet you didn't! Here bath towels take the league as they tend to be
thick because of their absorbing qualities. Coming out of the bathroom, you want to be as dry

as possible, which is not a priority at beaches or pools. However, it would be best to have
better absorption in bath towels, which is why they are thicker.
Meanwhile, beach towels are less thick and less absorbent. Due to the thinness, they dry
quickly under sunlight and are easy to carry along because of being light-weight.
6. Texture
There is a stark difference in the texture of both the towels. If you run your hand over a bath
towel, you will feel the softness in its texture and get a luxurious feel. If you use the same
towel at the beach and wash it, use it again. In a few uses, you will observe stained, dirty, and
smelly towels.
You might be wondering now that it is not the case with the best beach towels. It is because
beach towels have specific materials, which prevents them from withering. So, whenever you
plan another beach adventure, do get yourself a beach towel, as there is a difference!
7. Design
When it comes to towel designs, you will see that beach towels are always lead with different
designs, patterns, prints, graphics, and cartoon-like designs. These designs add hype to your
beach adventure and become a fashion statement.
When it comes to bath towels, they come in solid shades and have a monochromic design,
which complements your bathroom décor, accessories, and theme. This won't work when you
go to a beach as it will dim all your fun. So, for a beach adventure, all you need are the bright
colors, funky patterns, and much more than just make you burst out with happiness and fun.

8. Cost
There is a huge difference in the prices of the beach and bath towels. Beach towels are quite
expensive than bath towels for their length, color, pattern, and design, adding to their higher
price.

Bath towels are less expensive because they aren't used for a season but throughout the year.
However, the cost of both the products varies based on luxury, weight, fabric, and durability.
To get the best bath towels, you need to look for the one that is thick and soft, which might
have a higher price but again less than beach towels.
I hope now you will not be confused between bath towels and beach towels. Both of them are
different from each other. So, on your next beach trip, get yourself a sassy and the best beach
towel from Home City Inc. Here you will also get premium-quality bath towels, which are a
great necessity for daily use. To experience luxury and comfort, you need to get the right
product with all the functionalities that serve your purpose well.

